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§ o.
The ground field assumed to be the field of eomplex number C .

Let G be a linear algebraic group, G : VI, V2 be linear representations. These

respresentations are ealled (linearly) isomorphie, iff there exist alinear G- equivariant

isomorphism

VI -+ V2 .

The natural generalization of this classieal definition is as folIows:

Definition. The representatio/ls G : VI, \12 are ealled birationally isomorphie, iff there

exist a biratioflal G- equivariaflt isomorphism

VI -+ 1/2 .

Hypothesis *. Let diIn VI = diIn 1/2 , the kernel H of the representation G: VI is equal

to the kernel of the representation G : \12 , the representations G/ H : 1/1, V2 are loeally

free. Then the representations G : 1/1, V2 are birationally isomorphie.

Reeall that a regular action of a linear algebraic group G on an irredueible variety ~Y is

called locally free, iff the stabilizer in G of the point x E ~Y in general position is trivial.

Maybe this hypothesis or its particular cases were proposed before this preprint. But the

author has not the corresponding information. The hypothesis * is related to the rationality

problem (stable rationality problem) in invariant theory. Recall this problem:

Let G: 11 be alinear representation. Is the field C(V)G rational (stable rational)?

The results concerning the rationality problem can be devided by 3 types by means of its

characters and methods.

1. Groups and their representations for which the problem of (stable) rationality has the
negative answer were found and investigated.

2. TIu~ stable rationality was proved for representations of some groups.

3. The rationality was proved for some representations of some groups.

It appeared in all investigated cases that the answer to the question on (stable) rationality

of the field C(l/)G depends on the group C, but not on the representation of this group.

This fact approves the hypothesis * . Moreover, all proofs of the rationality of invariant fields

have an interesting feature. Namely, the crucial step of all these proofs is the proof of the

hypothesis * in the particular ease. All these facts eneourage me to propose the hypothesis * .
In § 1 of this preprint we reeollect some folklore the 1960's. Namely, we fOfffiulate and

prove Noname lemma in the equivariant form. It seems, this form of Noname lemma is the

most natural. Theu we formulate and prove the stable form of the hypothesis *.



In § 2 we prove the hypothesis * for group Sn, 11. ~ 4. In § 2 we discuss (G, H) -sections,

and then (§§ 5, 6) we prove the hypothesis * for the group SL2 and for the solvable

connected group.

§ 1.

We consider bundles with irreducible base only. A rational morphism under a base )(

of a vector bundle 1r : E -+ j\ in a vector bundle 1rl : EI -+ )( is a rational morphism

cp : E -+ E2 such that there exist a nonempty open subset ""\0 C j\ , such that

a. i.p is defined in all points of 1r- I ( ....yo) ,
b. cp(1f-I(jYo)) C 1r1I(Xo),
c. cpl1f-1(..-yo): 1f-1Cro) ~ 1r11(jYo) is a morphism of vector bundles under base jYO .

The rational morphism of affine, projective bundles is defined analogously. As usually, the

projectivization of a vector bundle E is denoted by PE.

Let 1r : E ~ j\ be a locally trivial (in Zariski topology) vector bundle and a linear

algebraic group G acts on E by means of automorphisms. Thus, the regular action G : ..'\
defined canonically. Consider a trivial vector bundle C n X ./Y ~ ./\, n = rh~E and a regular

action G: Cu X ./\, q(v, x) = (v, gx) . The question arises in a natural way:

Does there exists abirational G- equivariant isomorphism under )( of the vector

bundle 1r : E -+ ./Y in the trivial vector bundle Cn x j\ ~ ..'\ ?

The evident necessary condition is the coinsideness of the kernel of action G : E with the

stabilizer in group G of point .1: E ./\ in general position. Folklore the 1960's teIls us that

this condition is sufficient

Noname lemma. Let the stabilizer in G of the point x E ./\ in general position be equal

to the kernel of the action G: E. Then tllere exist abirational G- equivariant isomorphism

under the base ./\ ofthe vector bundle 1r : E ~ ..Y in the trivial vector bundle cn X 4-Y --7 ....\ .

Proof: We have to construct rational G- equivariant sections 111,'" 1 "ln of vector bundle,

such that 1}1," . ,r}n are defined and Iinearly independent on the nonempty open in ./Y subset.

Let Y" be an irreducible subvariety in )(, such that G· Y =./\ and the intersection of 11

and the G- orbit of general position is a finite number of points (for example, rn points),

}'o is the nonempty affine open in a },~ subset, such that the vector bundle 1r-1P/O) --7 1/0

is trivial, Gy~ is a G - orbit of y~ E 1/0 , such that Gy~ n 11 = {y~, , Y~n} C 1'0 .
Let yJ = gJy~, gJ E G, 1 ~ j ~ 111 . Choose regular sections '77t, ,17n of the

vector bundle 1r-
1
(}/O) -+ 170 , such that 77t (yr) ,... ,r;n (yr) are linearly independent and

r;i (yJ) = 9J (17i (y~)), 1 ~ i ~ 11., 1 ~ j ::; 1n . Put

1]i(X) = L gjl(17i(gjX))
G·XnY={9IX,··· 19m X}

Corollary (Stable form of the hypotbesis *). Let G be a linear algebraic group,

G : '11, '/2 be linear representations, the kernel H ofthe representation G : VI coincides with

the kernel of representation G : '/2 , the representations G/ H : ,I}, '/2 are locally free, G : U
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'11 X VI ~ '11 X Cdirn U1 -+ '11 X Cdim Ul-rulll U x U --+

Cdirn VI +rulll UI -dirn U X U ~ '/2 X Cdim U:I -dim U X U -+

'/2 X CdimU2 -+ V2 X V2 .
G- equivariant isomorphism from this diagram exists aeeording to Noname

be a linear representation, H is the kerne/ of the representation G : U, the representation

G/ H : U is loeally free. Then there exist abirational G- equivariant isomorphism

VI X U1 -+ '/2 X V2 .

Here G : VI, V2 is an arbitrary linear representation such that dinl VI + dinl VI = diln U2 +
din1 '/2, diln VI '2: diIu V, din1 V2 '2: dill1 V , aetions H : VI, V2 are trivial.

Proof:

All birational

lemma.

Remark. Let a linear algebraic group G act on a locally trivial (in Zariski topology)

projective bundle 1f : E --+ L\ . So, the regular action G : X is defined. Consider
a trivial projective bundle L\ x pli --+ L\, n = dill1 E - din1 LY and a regular action

G : L\ X pu, g. (x, v) = (gx, v) .

Is the projective bundle 1f : E -+ LY birationally G- equivariantly isomorphie to the
trivial projeetive bundle -/\ x pu ~ ...Y ?

Lemma 1.1. Let G : U be a linear representation, ...\ C U be a conie G- invariant

irredlleible subvariety in U, ...\ be a projectivization of L\, 7r : E -+ L\ be a G-linearized
veetor bllndle, 7f : E -+ )( be a projectivization of E. Suppose that a stabllizer in G ofpoint

x E LY in general position eoicides with the kernel of the action G : E. Then the projeetiye

bllndle 7f : E --+ "'\ is birationally G- equivariantly isomorphie to the trivial projeetive

bundle "'\ x pu --+ )(, n = T k E - 1 .

§ 2.

Lemma 2.1. The hypothesis * is true for the grollp Sn, n ::; 4 .

Proof: Let 511 : X be a nontrivial onedimensional representation of the groups Sn, er t-t

Sgn er .

a. n = 1 . There is nothing to prove.

b. 11. = 2. If H i= {e} then we have the case a). Let H = {e} ,

1I1 =XX"', V2=XX···.

Here we apply Noname lemma.

c. n = 3. If H i= {e} then we have the ease a) or b). Let H = {e} ,

'11 = U2 X .. " '/2 = V2 X . .. ,

there S3 : U2 is an irreducible two-dimensional representation. Here we apply
Noname lemma.

d. n = 4. If H :I {e} then we have the case a) or b) or e). Let H = {e} . We

apply Noname lemma if the representations VI and 112 contain the same irreducible
three-dimensional representation as a direct produet. In other cases we have

'11 = U3 X .. " '/2 = X 0 U3 X . .. ,
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there 54 : Va is an irreducible three-dimensional representation. It is suffieient to prove the

hypothesis * for \/1 = Ua, \/2 = X ® Va . We have a diagram

t-

id
t-

id
--t

x®Ua
1

P(x ® Ua) ~ PUa

The vertieal arrows in this diagram are projeetions of vector bundles on the base, th,e horizontal

arrows in the upper row exist aecording to Noname lemma.

§ 3.

In this paragraph we discuss the concept of (G, H) -section in eonneetion with hypothesis

*
Let ..Y be an irreducible algebraic variety, G be alinear algebraic group, G : ~Y be

a regular action. An irreducible subvariety )'~ C ~Y is called (G, H) -section of ~Y iff a)
G . 1'~ = ~Y , b) if 9 E G, y E )/~ , then gy E 1'~ iff gEH .

Let G : V be alinear representation of a reductive algebraic group G. Suppose that

the stabilizer in G of point Va E \1 in general position is not equal to the kernel of the

representation G : V. Then we can construct (G, H) -section Y' C 11 I such that ),~ is an

open subset in the linear subspace )1" . Namely, put

H = .N(Gvo )' }I" = V Gvo , )'~ = {v E 11"IGy = Gvo } .

11" is in fact (G, H)- section, according to Richardsons theorem.

Let ~Y be an irreducible algebraic variety, G be a linear algebraic group, G : ~Y be a

regular action, 1/~ C ~Y be (C, H) -seetion of X. We have abirational G- equivariant

isomorphism

(g, y) ~ gy .

Definition. Let a linear algebraie group G aet regularilyon irredueible algebraie varieties

Yl, 11"2 . The aetions G ; l'i, 1"2 are ealled birationally isomorphie iff there exist abirational
C- equivariant isomorphism

Lemma 3.1. Let ~Yll )(2 be irreducible varieties, G : ~y}, X2 be regular actions, Yi, }1"2

be (G, H) -seetions 0/ ~Y1 , ~Y2 . Suppose that aetions H : 11"1, 11"2 are birationally isomorphie.

Then aetions G ; ~Yl, ~Y2 are birationally isomorphie.

Proof: This lemma is a corollary of the diagram of birational G- equivariant isomor

phisms:

(g,yI) ~ (9,CP(Yl))
1 1 1 1
~Yl gYl gr.p(yt} ~Y2

where cP : 1'~1 --t )1"2 is the birational H - equivariant isomorphism.
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Tbe converse to lemma 2.1 statement is not true. For example, consider the representation

where SL3 : ,; is an arbitrary locally free representation. We indicate (SL3, S03)- sections

Yi, }/z of .LY , such that

1. action S 03 : }/l has not a seetion,

2. action S 03 : }/z has a seetion.

Put

Yi = C* (ei + e~ + e5) x V .

Tbe action S03 : Yi is birationally isomorphie to alinear representation S03 : C X V . But
the representation 503 : C X ,; has not a section (tbe group S03 is not special). Let }/~ be

a section of ./Y (tbe group SL3 is special, so such )/ exist). Put

§ 4.

Lemma 4.1. Hypothesis * is trlle Jor

a. solvable connected group,

b. locally free represefltatioflS of the group 5L2 .

Prüof: In cases a) and b) the representation G : Vi has the seetion Yi . The section Yi
is birationally isomorphie to a rational factor Vi! G . But 'I; / G is a rational variety ([1] for

solvable connected group, [3] for 5L2 ). We have a diagram of birational G- equivariant

isomorphisms

Remark. The hypothesis * is true for "almost a11" linear representations of the group

5 L3 . On the other hand, if the hypothesis * is true for representations

5

5L3 : S+C3*, 5L3 : EB C3
,

1

then the field C (S4C3*) S L
3 is rational. But the rationality of tbis field is a classical problem.

At the present moment for hypothesis * for group '5L3 new effective methods are needed.

§ 5.

In this paragraph we shall complete the proof of the hypothesis * for the group SL 2 .

Lemma 5.1. The hypothesis * is trlle Jor the grollp PSL2 .

Proof: We shall prove that an arbitrary linear representation of the group P 5 L2 birationa11y
isomorphie to representation

P 5L2 : V(2) x '/(2) x ';(0) x ... x 1/(0) = Vo .
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Let

As usually, we denote by '/(cl) the space of forms of degree cl in variable Zl, Z2 . The

group S L2 acts on 'I (cl) canonically. If d is even, then the center H of the group S L2
aets triviallyon '/(cl) ,so the linear representation PSL2 = SL2/H: V(d) is defined.

Thanks to Noname lemma, it is suffieient to eonsider the next four eases:

1. '11 = 'I ( 2) X 'I ( 4) 1

2. V2 = '/(4) x V(4) ,
3. '/3 = 'I ( cl) , d 2: 8
4. V(6).

T = { (~ t~l)it E C· } C PSL2 ,

f\l(T) be a normalizer of the torus T in PSL2 . The subvariety

C*Z1Z2 C V(2)

is (PSL2, JV(T))- section. We have (PSL2, lV(T))- seetions

}/o = C*ZI Z2 x \1(2) x \1(0) x ... X '/(0) C Va ,

)/1 = C*ZI Z2 X \I (4) C VI .

If dill1'1 = diIn VI then these (PSL2,l\'(T))- sections are birationally lV(T)- equivariantly

isomorphie (Noname lemma). Thus, the representations S L2 : '101 '11 are birationally iso~

morphie (Lemma 3.1).

The representations PSL2 : '/1, V2, \13 have (PSL2, S4)- seetions Yi such that the regular

action 54 : Yi is birationally isomorphie .10 the linear representation of 54 (the eases 1/1, 1/2
are evident, the cases 'I(cl), cl #- 10 see in [ ], in the ease V (10) such }/ exist all the same

(F.A. Bogomolov, unpublished». Now we apply lemma 2.1 and lemma 3.1.

Let us eonsider the representation PSL2 : V (6) . Put

'lj;2 : 11 (6) x V (4) ~ V (4) ,

JY = {Cl, 9) 14)2(/, g) = o} C PV(6) x PV(4) .

The restrietion of the eanonieal projection P V (6) X P11(4) ~ PV (6) on ...\. defines birational

PSL2- equivariant isomorphism of P1/ (6) and ...Y.

Remark 5.2. The spaee V(6) is isomorphie to the linear subspace in 1\2V(4)* . Then 'l/J2
is a contraetion. Sinee cliIn 11 (4) = 5 is odd, then the kernel Ker 'lj;2 (f, .) is nontrivial for

f E V (6) . The kerneI K.er 'l/J2(f 1 .) is one-dimensional for all f E V (6)0 , where 11 (6)0
is an open in 1/ (6) and nonempty subset.

Consider bilinear PSL2 - equivariant mapping

and put

'l/J : )( -t PV(2) x PV(4) ,

(1, g) H (I/J (f, g) 1 9)
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Let us prove that 't/J is abirational PSL2 - isomorphism. Let P2 be a restriction on )( of

the canonical projection PV(6) x P,/(4) ---+ P'!(4) . Then the fiber p2"1(g) is a projective
plane for a point 9 E P'/(4) in general position. The rational morphism 7/J map linearily
isomorphically the fiber P"2 1(g) on the fiber Pl/ (2) x g .

Remark 5.3. The birational PSL2 - equivariant isomorphism

Pl1(6) ---+ P'/(2) X P,/(4)

gives us an another proof of the rationality of the moduli variety of curves of genus 2 (see [3]).

Let us apply Noname lemma to linear bundles

1/ (6) ---+ P\i(6), PV(2) x V(4) ---+ PV(2) x PV(4) .

Then we obtain a birational PSL2 - equivariant isomorphism

1/ (6) ~ PV (2) X 'I(4) .

The subvarieties

ZlZ2 X V(4) C PlI(2) X '/(4), C* ZlZ2 x 11(2) X 1/ (0) C V(2) x V(2) x '/(0)

are (PSL2, N (T) )-sections. The last remark is that regular aetions

.N(T) : C*ZlZ2 x 1/ (2) X 1/ (0), CZIZ2 x V(2) X 1/ (0), 11(4), ZlZ2 x 1/ (4)

are birationally isomorphie.
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